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P R E F A C
A grovvirifj knowledge of alternating current phenomena
and its application to commercial problems together with the de-
velopement of polyphase systems, have brought forth many possibil-
ities of power transmission. It is now transmitted economically
over distances and at voltages hitherto deemed impossible; such
as that of the Standard Electiic Co. of California from the gen-
ntation
erating^on the Yuba river to Oakland a distance of 140 miles at
40,000 volts. It is proposed to extend this distance to an
ultimate distance of 200 miles at 60,000 volts. Since the his-
toric experiments in 1891 of the Lauffen—Frankfort three-phase
transmission at 10,000 to 20,000 volts and 112 miles this
branch of Electrical Engineering has become one of the potent
factors in the progress of civilization. This is particularly
important where coal is expensive in the development of any
manufacturing industry. Development of electric transmission
made it possible to utilize in the most economic way, great water
powers that have hither gone to waste as far as human industry
is concerned. This branch of engineering is scarcely ten years
old. Yet within this narrow compass it has been so thoroughly
devoloped there is hardly an industrial art to which it has not
given a most helping hand. It .vould take a prophet to tell of
the further development in the next decade in regard to the trans-
mission of power over distances yet unattained. Were an engineer
to have predicted two decades ago the rapid strides that have
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been made in electric transmission he would have been called a
dreamer; but the present realization bears out all that logical
imagination could then desire. It shows that the radiaal views
of today are the conservative ones of tomorrow.
The influence of reactive loads upon the regulation
of alternators in general is treated as a subject by itself in
Part I*, and the results in Part II are in this respect cle^irly
forshadowed.
9,nd test
In Part II the artificial duplication^or a 40 mile
transmission line has been carried out as far as facilities
would permit. The cases selected were those which would cover
quite a wide range of conditions occuring in practice. It may
be said that the results obtained represent closely those that
might be expected under commercial conditions of a similar
nature.
The question of line regulation is the ever absorbing
one. How, this brings the regulation of all directly converted
receiver pressures. V.Tien such pressures are used in the electri-
cal supply of power it is evident that good regulation is an
imperative requisite. The many characteristics given illustrate
the evil effects of shifting phase displacement in a forcible
manner. They point clearly to the need of practical remedies.
It is the rapidly clianging phase displacement that causes the
most trouble with regulation.
•Regulation of Alternators Under Variable Reactive Loads.
G. W. Redfield. Technograph No. 15, p. 95, 1901.
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The separation of the transmission and distributing systems by
the motor generator method is ef rective. There is possibly a
les - expensive but equally effective method that may in time be
developed. This subject of line regulation has opened a
fascinating and yet fertile field of investigation for the
scientist and practicing engineer who appreciate the many
advantages of good regulation in electric transmission.

IV.
SYLLABUS.
ELECTRIC TRAlIvSMISSION.
I. -CLASSIFICATION OF SYSTEMS.
1. -As to kind of service: direct and alternating current; com-
posite system.
2. -As to constant factor: constant current, constant potential
systems
.
II. -PROPERTIES OF TRAi^ISiiaSSION LINES.
1. -Resistance :ohraic, inductive, apparent; and virtual re-
sistance.
2. -Reactance : inductive reactance (or ind^ictarioe ) , due to self
induction.
^capacity reactance(or condensance) due to capacity.
3. -Impedance, resultant of ohmic and inductive resistances.
4. -Skin effect, reducing effective area of conductor; virtual
resistance.
5. -Leakage of current due to imperfect insulation of lines.
6. -Charging current (watt less ) required by capacity of long lines.
7. -Charging current Resonance, condition permitting rise of E.H.F*
at receiver when self-induction and capacity exactly neutral-
ize each other.
8. -I^jtual induction, effect of other and nearby transmission
circuits.
III. -ECONOMICS OF TRANSMISSION LINES.
Relative weights of copper required for the various systems.
1. -Two-wire vs. three-wire, for direct or alternating current.
2. -Two-phase alternating current : three -'.vire vs. four-wire systems.
3. -Three-phase alternating current: three-wire vs. four-wire
systems.
4. -The monclyclic system of distribution.
5. -Losses due to ohmic and reactive drop, skin effect, leakage,

charging current, heating of conductors.
IV. -CALCULATION OP TRAIT3MISSI0N LINES.
1. -Line constants, wire tables, calculations and use of same.
2. -General considerations entering into line calculations.
3. -Effect on performance through choice of voltage, phase fre-
quency.
4. -Allowances for drop, heating and carrying capacity of conduc-
tors.
5. -Influence of inductance, self and mutual; how minimized.
6. -Influence of capacity of transmission line.
7. -Character of loads and var iat ions :kind
,
amoutn, time ; load factor.
(a) lTon-induct ive loads ; induct ive and capacity loads, fixed
or variable.
(b) Balanced or unbalanced loads in polyphase systems.
V. -INSULATION OP TR/JISMISSION LINES.
1. -Const ruction :mechanical and electrical details ; transposition.
2. -Acc essor ies
,
protective devices, etc.
VI. -INSPECTION AlTD TESTING OF TRANSMISSION LINES.
1. -See Electrical Engineering Laboratory schedules. No. 0.2 & 61.
2. -Plate 4, on comparative methods and insulation resistance.
3. -Measurement of properties of transmission lines: resistance,
leakage, charging current, drop, resonant rise, power factor
and efficiency.
VII. -REGULATION OP ELECTRIC TRAIISJvIISSION.
1. -Faulty working of transmission lines and remedies.
2. -Regulat ion of direct current systems, chiefly constant po-
tential.
(a)Gompensation for line drop, by condensance or synchronous
motors.
(b jlleutralizat ion to obtain unity power factor:
( i) Neutralizat ion of wattless currents, in parallel, as
by induction and over-excited synchronous motors.
(ii)neutralization of reactances in series with line.
VIII. -PROTECTION OP TRANSMISSION LINES.
l.-7rom electrical interruptions :fuses , circuit breakers.
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2. -Prom light ing :arresters for various circuits and services.
3. -Grounds, earth discharging and grounding devices.
4. -Leakage and faulty insulation troubles.
IX.-DEVELOPJIMTT OF ELECTRIC TRAIJSMISSIOH.
1. -Prom hydraulic generating plants.
2. -From steam generating plants.
3. -Some examples, from 3 to 150 miles, 10,000 to 60,000 volts,
polyphase.
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1PART I.
CHAPTER I.
REGULATION OF ALTERNATORS UNDER VARIABLE REACTIVE LOADS.
One of the most important questions confronting the
electrical engineer of to-day Is that of the regulation of
alternating-current generators under variable reactive loads.
By reactive loads we mean those which have lagging or lead-
ing wattless components of the current; that is, the current
is not in phase with its impressed E.M.P. By the use of
single and polyphase induction motors on lighting circuits it
was found that ordinary alternators, however satisfactory in
regulation on such non-inductive loads, were almost worthless
when used on mixed and inductive circuits. Designers were
surprised to find so large a drop of voltage under these con-
ditions that by no method of regulation of excitation could
the voltage at the terminals of th.e machine be maintained at
its correct value. This problem of alternator regulation is
at once technical and commercial.
1^ Elements fietermining Satisfactory performance .--The
ultimate success of any electrical supply for light or power,
or both depends upon the degree of regulation attainable at
the generator. The normal voltage of the generator is to be
taken as the voltage at its terminals at no load or on open
circuit. The drop at the machine with any character of load
will then be the difference between this normal voltage and

2the voltage at the same termir-als for any given load. At full
load this difference gives the maximum drop for einy kind of
load in question. Line drop, so called, is the difference of
pressure between the generator and receiver terminals of the
line for any given kind and amount of load. Line drop is en-
tirely distinct from generator drop. To give satisfactory
service on power circuits, and to some extent on lighting
circuits, the performance of generators is characterized and
determi^^ed by the permissible maximum drop of the generator
for the kind of load in question,
2, Essential Features in the Design of Alternators.— The
design of alternators has now settled into quite well-defined
lines. For instance, for each kind of service certain lim-its
prescribed for the flux densities and air-gap. Also definite
maximumi drop is usually determined upon. General principles
have been established by research and the exacting require-
ments of commercial service, for instance, good regulation is
required up to fifty per cent, overload even during rapid
fluctuations, also continuity of electrical supply under any
conditions of service that may arise. These principles are
followed by the most successful designers of alternators.
Almost all machines of this type, especially those of larger
sizes, are now separately excited. Hence, their successful
operation depends entirely upon thiir inherent regulation, "Ws
understand this term to refer to the characteristic behavior
of the machine as a maintainer of its normal voltage at dif*
ferent loads, with variable reactance in the external circuit

3as well as with ono~inductive loads, the speed and excitation
remaining constant for any given case.
A number of features in the design of alternators in-
volve regulation as a function. Almost all of them hov/ever
can be considered under the following heads:*
(1) Ohmic armature resistance,
(2) Eddy currents set up by leakage fields, due to
armature or field current, or both.
(3) Increase in the field leakage between no load
and full load.
(4) Self- inductance of the armature.
(5) The presence of leading or of lagging currents
in the armature which depend upon the kind of reactive loads
on the machine. Lagging armature currents have the effect of
weakening the generator field, and leading currents the ef-
fect of strengthening the field.
In regard to the above items the first requires no
comment. The second feature has quite a demagnetising effect
upon the field but can be greatly reduced by careful design.
The third point considers the cross-magnetising ef-
fect due to the increase with the load of the cross-magnet-
ising ampere-turns of the armature. This has the effect, fur-
thermore, of increasing the reluctance of the magnetic circuit.
Hence the leakage is increased and the useful flux decreased ,
All ©f these undesirable features can be minimized by
Design of Alternators. V.A.Pynn. Elec.Rev. London.
Vol.48:p.56. Jan. 11, 1901.

4careful design.
The fourth item takes account of the self- inductance
©f the armature which causes a phase displacement of its curr
ent resulting In its lagging behind the generated E.M.P. As
the load increases this effect also increases, and the result-
ing drop is one of the main causes of bad regulation.
In reference to the fifth item, the presence of a lag-
ging current in the armature cir cuit ,ei ther due to high arma-
ture self-inductance or to an external inductive load, exerts
upon the generator field a very marked demagnetising effect,
which increases with the load and also with the lagging watt-
less component for any given load. The result is a decrease
in the useful flux and hence a greater terminal drop at the
generator. The presence of leading currents in the armature
circuit due to external loads whose wattlesf; components are
leading produces an opposite effect to that described above
for lagging currents. The last two cases are closely related
and will be discussed more fully further on.
3. Description of the Alternator .--The curves in this
article are from data taken by the author in Electrical
Engineering Laboratory of the University of Illinois from
a 10 kilowatt, 4 pole machine made by the Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Manufacturing Co, The machine was constructed for
single and polyphase work, as generator , synchronous motor or
converter. The armature has a distributed winding and was
here tapped off as a three-phase , delta combination. The

6resistance of one phase was 0.92 ohmsChot). The field cores
are laminate, they have no pole-shoes,but a heavy copper shoe
of the form of an ordinary pole-shoe in the place of the lat-
ter. These copper shoes are placed around and slightly under
the pole tips and evidently suppress hunting when the machine
is to be operated as a synchronous motor or converter,
4. DIM31TSI0ITS and MEA.SUREJ1SWTS of ALTERNA.TOR.
Type — ' • '--Pelyphase Converter.
Serial number - -.^—-ISSysi,
Capacity , -10 Kilowatt.
Number of poles — 4.
R. P. M. ..--.-.^ 1800.
Frequency • 60 Cycles.
Normal volts (three-phase) 410,
Pull load current per branch( three-phrase) 14 A^tiperes.
Resistance of fieid(hot) • ---^-^ 685 Ohms.
Resistance of armature per phase (hot) > 0.92 Ohms,
Diameter of armature ~- 9.50 Inches.
Diameter of armature bore —• — -9.71 Inches,
Length of air-gap — -0.105 Inches.
Length of pole s (axial) --5.25 Inches.
Breadth of poles 4.45 Inches,

66. Consideration of Characteristics. Platel . --Referring
to platel, curve c is the average no-load or so-called
"static characteristic" for one phase A-B of the armature
three-phase delta circuit. This characteristic was obtained
experimentally by running the machine under no-load, at con-
stant speed and variable excitation, and measuring the termin-
al voltages for the respective excitations.
Curve d is the corresponding dynamic characteristic.
This was obtained by reading the terminal voltages at the
generator for the corresponding excitations while the speed
and power factor were maintained constant during the time
these points were being taken. The current in each of the
branches was kept constant at its full load value of 14 am-
peres. The output of the generator was absorbed by water
rkeostats, A.t each point the field current for the respective
excitations was reversed and the average taken of the tv/o
readings. The plotted curve was from these averages. The
external circuit pov/er factor was maintained at unity as not-
ed,while the power factor of the inductive armature circuit
itself will be something lesci than unity.
The distance between curves c and d at any given ex-
citation represents the effective volts lost or the drop of
the machine at that excitation with full load current in the
armature. It will be seen that the drop above noted decreas-
es as the excitation increases. This decreases is more rapid
after the knee of the static characteristic has been passed,
being due chiefly to the fact that the iron in the magnetic
circuit is nearing saturation. At such a point the field is

7less susceptible to the demagnetising influence of the lag-
ging current in the armature.
Several dynamic characteristics might also have been
taken with other external circuit power factors (lagging or
leading). Such power factors however would require to be
maintained constant throughout the entire range of load for
their assigned values. The curves for all lagging power fac-
tors will be found below that of curved, for unity power fac-
tor. The curves for leading pov/er factors will lie above the
curve d. Hov;evsr,all of such curves would approximate to the
curve d as shown for unity power factor.
The points for the short-circuit characteristic e
were obtained by using an amuturo for the external circuit»re-
suiting in practically unity pov/er factor. Through such
points we may draw a right line to the origin.
"The terminal voltage of an alternator under short
circuit is, of course, zero , and on account of the low resis-
tance of the armature windings, the pressure required to
drive the full load current tiirough the short-circuited arma-
ture against its ohmic resistance is insignificant. Conse-
quently the current circulating in the windings is practic-
ally wattless, and with a given field excitation, it attains
such a value as to produce an equivalent (and opposing) arma-
ture flux,which balances the flux of the field system
The Factors which determine the design of Mono-Phase and
Polyphase Generators. E.A.Eehrend. E.V/.&E. Vol. 35 :p. 125.
Jan. 27, 1900.

8produced by the exciting ampere -turns. The resultant of the
impressed flux(due to the ampere-turns on the field system),
and of the opposing flux(due to the reactive ampere-turns of
the armature), is the actual flux existing in the armature
iron corresponding to the short-circuit current, and is, of
course, of small value. It may be regarded as being made up of
two fluxes in quadrature , one (qui te insignificant ) correspondin
to the small pressure required to drive the short-circuit cur-
rent against the ohmic resistance of the windings; the other,
a larger flux corresponding to the induced E.M.P,,and this
latter flux is the true leal<:age flux of the armature. A. lit-
tle consideration will therefore shoYi that the short-circuit
current gives the relation between the ampere-turns on the
field magnets and those on the armature, or what is the same
thing, it expresses the relation between the field current
and the armature current. It is, therefore , a straight line,
which represents the actual short-circuit current curve.
An inspection of the short-circuit characteristic
will show that the corresponding armature current can be ob-
tained for any given excitation. By a further reference to
curve c the corresponding open-circuit voltage may be deter-
mined
.
"If we take an ordinate of the static characteristic,
and divide it by the short-circuit current belonging to the
Some Notes on the Design of Large Alternators. A.Heyland.
Elec.Rev. London. Vol.47 :p. 896. Dec. 7, 1900.

9same excitation,we immediately get the reactance dif the arma-
ture; or as we may assume this reactance equal to the combined
effect of armature reaction and armature leakage, this result
will give us the apparent reactance of the armature. The term
apparent reactance is used here as the real reactance may be
of a different value. This refers to a nearly wattless
load. The ohmic drop also enters into the quotient above re-
ferred to but is so small compared with the apparent react-
ance drop that it may be neglected.
6. Consideration of External Characteristics. Plate II,
Pig, I. --External characteristics were also taken of this
machine with various lagging and leading reactive loads. In
obtaining each of these curves the trie power was measured
by the two-wattmeter method. The power factor of the external
circuit was kept constant throughout the whole range of load
by maintaining constant the ratio of the two wattmeter read-
ings.
These curves show some interesting points. The lower
four curves were taken with external loads producing lagging
currents, varying from 0.80 to 0,96 power factor. They also
illustrate the bad effect upon regulation of induction motors
underexcited synchronous. mo tors, and arc-lighting circuits.
Such external circuit loads reacting upon and through the
# Ibid. E.A.Behrend. Power factor Measurements.
E.lVankenf ield. E.Y/.&E. Vol. 36 :p .176. Peb.3, 1900.
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generator armature reduce the pressure at the terminals of
the machine by their marked demagnetising effect upon the
field, as earlier noted. As the power factor increases the re-
gulation is much improved. Nevertheless all of the curves be-
low that for unity poY»rer factor show drooping characteristics
features v/hich are certainly undesirable in a separately ex-
cited machine of this type.
The characteristic for unity pOT\^er factor in the ex-
ternal circuit is such as would be obtc.,ined with incandescent
lamps and other non-inductive loads. It is an improvement on
the others,with a maximum drop at the machine of about 8-1/2
per cent. This is a good shov/ing under such conditions for a
machine of this capacity.
If we maintain in the external circuit a leading
power factor at 0.95, it will be seen that practically perfect
regulation Is secured. There is no drop at any load. Such re-
gulation can be obtained in the given machine only under this
condition. In this case therefore the resultant boosting
(or compounding) effect exactly com-pensates for what would be
otherv/ise an alternator drop. Hence the external characteris-
tic is, as shown, a horizontal line through the initial vol-
tage.
Increasing the wattless leading component of the ex-
ternal circuit we obtain steill greater boosting effects,
practically over-compoinding the machine. The voltage at its
terminals increases almost directly with the load under these
conditions for leading pov/er factors of 0.90 and 0.85,

n7. Explanation of Interpolation Curves. Plate II, Pig.
2
!rhe question arises :how can the voltage be obtained for given
loads and other power factors than thovv experimentally deter -
mined as shown in plate II, fig. !Pig.2, plate 2 illustrates
the method of obtaining a sufficient number of points for any
other complete characteristic curve, at any 'power factor withr-
in the range of those shown in plate II, fig. I.
Curves X and Y in plate II, fig. I v/ere obtained by
this method of interpolation as shown in plate II, fig. 2. On-
ly representative cases suited to the conditions usually
found in practice have been covered in tliis experiment.
In fig, 2 plate II, all of the curves pass through
the same point,nakely, that of the volt.ige for 0.96 leading
poYi/er factor, for all loads. Under these conditions, it will be
recalled, perfect regulation was obtained, equivalent to com-
pounding.
8. Effect of Wattless Currents upon Generator Voltage.
—
1!he curves in plate II, fig, 3 shoT/ the rate of change of the
generator terminal voltage with varying wattless (lagging or
leading) current s for the respective loads there indicated. At
the giben constant excitation, of 0.660 amperes, the machine
was worked just beyond the knee of its no-load (or static)
characteristic as may be seen by referring to plate I.
9. Diagrams of Connections and Loads.—The several char-
acteristics were determined with the connections as shown in
platelll. In obtaining the external characteristics ,PlateII
,
fig.l the load v/as furnished by a 7-l/2 kilowatt, 110 volt,
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polyphase synchronous converter made by the Ger.eral Electrie
Co. It was here operated as shown in fig. 5 as a three-phase
synchronous nioter from step-down transformers. This synchron-
ous motor was belted to a similar machine used as a generator.
The external load of this machine was arranged so that it
could be very closely adjusted for any desired condition. Tb3
field excitation of the tliree-phase synchronous motor was
varied in such manner as to keep the ratio of th two wattmet-
er readings constant throughout the v/hole range of load on the
alternator under test. In this way the power factor was main-
tained constant, as formerly described.
All results here given vi;ere determined for one phase
only of the three-phase performance of the alternator, as the
phases were fairly well balanced.
10, To effect good Regulation Under Given Conditions. --
The work here outlined illustrates the evil effects of in-
ductive loads upon the regulation of an alternator that other
wise may possess excellent regulation with reactive loads
which are leading. The characteristic drop under inductive
loads increases much more rapidly than the load. Lagging
wattless currents. There are very few cases of electric power
transmission where such neutralization cannot be satisfactor-
ily accomplished by the installation and intelligent use of
at least one snychronous motor.
Ibid. E. Frankenf ield.
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It cannot much longer remain the custom to praise the
performance and regulation of an alternator as idecil on only
non-inductive loads. Such a load however is easily to be ob-
tained for commercial testing and probably forms as sa,tisfac-
tory a basis for comparison as any other standard that might
be selected.
The increasing use of synchronous motors and conver-
ters in parallel with various inductive loads make it entire-
ly practicable to secure from the former sufficient loading
wattless current to entirely neutralize the lagging wattless
current of the latter. In ordinary cases the distance of
transmission is not so great as to introduce to any appreci-
able extent the capacity of the line. Hence , overexcitat ion of
the synchronous motor or converter is not only practicable
but desirable. The regulation characteristics of fig, 2, with
decidedly leading wattless components of current sftow how eas-
ily the generator voltage may thus be maintained constant,
throughout all ranges of load. Furthermore , a slight increase
of such leading wattless components v/ill cause the generator
voltage to rise with the load to any desirable extent ;result-
ing practically in an "over-compounding" effect.
The chief modern requisite for good electrical supply
service is goori regulation. Concrete cases may be found al-
most anyv/here in current practice. As an instance consider an
alternating current power transmission for a manufacturing
establishment. Many induction motors will probably be found
in use for various purposes scattered throughout the works.
Such motors with, their inherent and variable lagging currents
will materially interfere with the voltage regulation at the
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generating plant. The practical remedy is to install at least
one synchronous motor or converter. It should be of sufficient
but quite moderate size. Ey a definite amount of overexcita-
tion, predetermined or by trial, its leading wattless compon-
ent of current (I Sin0')may easily be made equal to and there-
fore neutralizing the sum of all of the lagging v;attless com-
ponents ( I Sin(/)of the inductive loads. The v/hole system is
therefore reduced at once to an electric transmission with an
equivalent ohmic line. The evil effects of the inductive
loads are entirely overcome. Further overexcitation of such
synchronous motor or converter results in the so-called"re-
sonant rise" of voltage at the generator with each increasing
load. Many similar instances might be cited in which the use
of synchronous machines has brought about most satisfactory
regulation, where formerly it had been practically impossible
under necessary and existing conditions of inductive loads.
Another illustration of this method is the installa-
tion of the Montana Power Transmission Co,,where pov/er is
transmitted over 20 miles to Eutte,Mont. "Here the average
power factor is 0/87. Few plants of this kind have an accurate
record of what their pov/er factor is, and as this figure is
not a guess, but is the result of actual tests by an inter-
esting method, it is of value. The method of determining the
power factor is this: the plant is operated in the ordinary
way, and the ammeter and voltmeter readings are taken to give
the apparent watts. Then one of the generators at the power
house is started up and run as a s'>/nchronous. The field of

IS
this motor is overexcited so as to give a leading current.
The effect of this is to overcome induction and bring the
power factor up towards unity. The excitati on is increased
until the povver factor is unity,which is indicated by the
ammeter reaching its lo?/est position, on a given load, the ob-
seeved watts will then be the true watts, and can be compared
vi?ith the prevous reading."
ITotes on Electric Light and Power Work at Eutte, Mont
J. R. Cravath. E.W.&E. Vol . 37 ;p . 149 . Jan. 26, 1901.

PART II
DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AMD TEST
OP A
40 MILE TRANSMISSION LINE.
CHAPTER I.
GENERAL CONSIDERATION OP OPERATING OONBITIONS.
Reciii ir©nent s : Load, Dis"^ance, Voltage Sc Preq.uency.
11« In the transmission of power over appreciable dis-
tances such as over 20 miles, the problem is immediately pre-
sented of the best possible system for the given conditions of
electric supply service. If a direct-current system is selected
tor long distance it is almost invariably the constant current
series system, as at SOluere, Switzerland. After certain limits
of distance and pov/er are reached the direct- current system be-
come commercially unpract icable. Th^s is owing to the great ex-
pense of manufacturing direct- current machines of very large
sizes and high voltages. The alt ernat ing- current systems have
finally to be selected and may now be throughly relied upon.
The best modifications worked out for each case whether poly-
phase and single or mult i-circuit j meet all requirements.
For iong ddstance trams^iission the three-phase high po-
tential system is practically the only one used. Its prefer-
ence to the single r two-phase systems is owing to the saving
of 25 per cent, of copper by the three-phase system under the
sam.e conditions.

The requirements of the delivery of power at the re-
ceiver end should be thoroughly known. These involve kind of
load; whether sjTichronous motors or converters; induction motors
arc and incandescent lights, or any combination of these. After
determining the character of the receiver circuit with the amou-
nt of power required and the distance of transmission, then the
line receives attention
In considering the design of the line. load, distance,
Toltage, frequency and allowable loss are the prime factors.
This is owing to their direct bearing upon the performance of
the line under usual operating conditions. These factors hence
largely determine the various properties of the line wire; such
as, ohmic resistance, inductive resistance , capacity ^jarKkxx>e?rj€K5dl
xnwosbi and charging current. It will be shown later that each of
these has a direct bearing upon, the regulation of the receiver
voltage.
If the amount of power to be transmitted is compar-
atively small and the distance is great, the charging current
should be carefully estimated. The charging current for any
transmission line is directly proportional to the voltage and
the frequency as shown by the usual for'ula, I = ECw. In the
case under consideration the charging current would play an im-
portant part if the voltage and frequency were much higher. The
charging cur ent is in quadrature v/lth the impressed E.M.F. It
is therefore to be vectorially added to the energy component of
line current and algeoraically added to the lagging or leading
wattless components of line current due to the receiver load.
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It is clear that if the charging current is appreciable it will
Increase the current output of the generator. This output de-
pends upon the volt -amperes necessary to supply the system and
not the true watts.
In the design of transmission line there is always a
maximum allowable drop for the given conditions. This allowance
depends almost entirely upon the service supplied. The drop de-
pends chiefly upon the inherent properties of the line; ohmic
resistance, self inductance, capacity, frequency, line current
and its phase displacement. Plate IV, fig. 1, shows the case
of a line with large resistance but small self inductance. Pig.
2 illustrates a case where the lines has small resistance but
aL
large inductance. The angle^ represent s the difference in the
phase displacement of the im.pressed E.M.P. at the generator and
the receiver. If it is the same in each of the above cases
and the impedance of the line is also the sume it is evident
that for any given current the line drop will be the same.
Pig. 3 shows where the impedance drop and the receiver E.M.P
both lie in the same straight line, that is v/here generator, line
and receiver all have same phase displacement. Hence, the line
drop is equal to the impedance drop in this case and this is on-
ly true when siich conditior is obtained.
Prom such considerations it is evident that the kind
and variation of receiver loads have large influence upon the
regulation of the line and the determination of its losses.
Receiver loads may be classified into non-inductive and reactive
the latter including inductive and capacity loads, furthermore
they maybe constant or variable. The loads of polyphase systems

maybe further classified into balanced and unbalanced loads.
©rop in Transmission Lines.
12. The influence of the various kinds of loads
upon the regulation depends upon the predetermined constants of
the line. It will be seen from the vector diagrams, Plate IV.
rigs.l and 2, that as the linecurrent comes more nearly into
phase with the generator E.M.P. the line drop due to self-in-
duction of the lineis decreased and that due to ohiiic resis-
tance is increased. OK the other hand with a given line and pre -
determined constants, the measured line drop is influenced more
and more by the self-inductance as the phase between the line
current and generator E.M.P is increased. Hence in this case
the drop due to ohmic resistance is continually decreasing.
Looses in Line Due to O.arg. Cur., Phase Displacement & Leakage
power delivered to line is approximately decided upon in each
case. This varies betv/een 5 and 15 percent, in the best
transmission systems of to-day. This loss in the line is
due to I R loss. Hence. the charging current and receiver watt-
less component of current (if there is any) will decrease or
increase this I'^R according to v/hether they are balanced or not.
This allowable line loss is governed by the permiss^ible voltage
and the cost of conductors. The cost of construction and spec
ial precautions as to insulation enter into this loss also.
"The im.portance of line losses with an inductive loa<i
Is very great. There is a great deal of talk about wattless
tance is always in phase with current, and in consequence to su
pply an inductive load over a line consupies just as much pov/er
as though the current sent were supplying a non-inductive
13. The per cent, loss in line of the full load
but the E.M.P. consujtned by resis
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load. In this case I have forgotten the figures exactly, but
the line on the non-inductive load, I think, consumes 35K.W.
,
and v/ith the inductive load it is 51 K.W. , and that v/ith a power
current only increased by about 25 per cent . namely , from 50 to
62 amperes, TaK'e the case of starting a motO'' on an inductive
load, you v/iil have not the v riation of the current by 200 or
300 per cent, and so;netimes foiir or five hundred per ;eRt,, cnn-
sequently yo'ijr line loss will vary from what you originally es-
timated to four or five times that amount of loss. Take a line
built for ten per cent. I R drop, and load that line full with
non-inductive load, you have got ten per cent.1% drop in the
line and ten per cent, of your energy constantly wasted in the
line. Now, substitute for that non-inductive load a motor of
the same capacity, and let that motor take four times your nor-
mal current to start it, then the line drop immediately jumps
from ten per cent, of your energy to forty per cent, of your en-
ergy. And that is the reason that in some cases they find that
this wattless current not only drops the voltage out of sight,
but drops the wat'.^r wheels out, and that is a matterlthat deser-
ves a great deal of attention.* The loss in leakage in all well
constructed transmission lines ev:n where reasonably high voltag-
es as 20,000 volts are used is inappreciable aMd may be neg-
lected.
* Journal of Electricity. P.A.C. Perriue in Proc. 3rd. An. Conv.
Soc.^Coast Elec. Trans. Ass'n. Vol.viii p» 66, Sept. '99.
Pacific

Effect of Reactive Loads, upon the Line Efficiency.
14. The effect of reactive loads upon the generator has
been clearly sho\7n in Part I. Their effect upon the line is
that the current in the line is increased in order to transmit
the same amount of pov/-er as was trans nit ted when the line cur-
rent was in phase with its impressed E.M.P. Since the line loss
increases as the square of the current therefore the loss in-
creases very rapidly as the reactive loads increases. From this
it is evident that in order to bring about high line efficiency
the line current must be in phase with its impressed E.M.F. It
is also important that in order to bring about good regulation
on a line with low otoic resistance but appreciable inductance
and small capacity, the current must not be allowed to be much
out of phase vdth its E.M.P. Therefore the question arises as
to the best method of neutralizing to a desired extent these
wattless components of current (whenever present) by wattless
currents of opposite phase relation.

CHAPTER II.
DESIGN MB COITSTRUGTION
OF
A THREE-PHASE, ARTIFICIAL 40 MILE TRAMSMISSIOIT LIITE.
Conditions Assumed.
15. A case was t^-ken where it was desired to transmit
from 1 to 8 K.W. a distance of 40.75 miles at 2300 volts, 64
cycles, and a transnission efficiency between generator termin-
als and receiver secondary terminals of not less than 80 per
cent, at full load with the power factor of the receiver secon-
dary circuit at or near unity for full load conditions.
A ITo . 4 B.& S. gauge copper wire was selected for the
purpose because it was found to give a line loss per phase of
0.215 K.W. or about 8 per cent, on a basis of 2.66 K.W. output
per phase from receiver secondary terminals at normal voltage
and non-inductive load. Its resistance and reactive proper-
ties were used T/hen strung 18" apart at the vertices of an equi
lateral triangle on a pole line 40.75 miles in length.
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16-. Data of Transmission Linef--
Length of transmission 40.75 miles
Diameter of conductors • .204 in.
Area of conductors 41742 cir. r;-il«.
Resistance per mile at 75°P. 1.31 ohms.
Frequency--per iods per second 64.
The following are some of the constants of the line computed
from the above data.
Inductance of the 40.75 miles transmission or
81.50 miles of wire .1426 henry
Inductance react, per mile of wire, or i/2 mile
transmission, using 64 p.p.s. .703 ohms
Impedance factor of line (impedance divided ly
reslstc nee) — ^ •-- 1. 134 "
Impedance per mile of v/ire, or mile trans-
mission using 64 p.p.s. 1.487 "
Resistance of 81.50 riles of line (2 wires 40.75
mile transmission.) 106.8 ohms
Indue, react, of 81.50 miles of line, (64 p.p.s.
2 wires of 40.75 miles transm.ission^———— 57.3 "
Impedance of 81.50 miles of line, using
64. p.p.s. 121.2 "
Capacity of the 40.75 mile transmission or
81.50 miles of wire (<: cnsidcred as two parallel
cylinders) • • .701 m.f.
Capacity per mile of transmission line .01722 m.f.
Capacity reactance between 2 wires, per mile
of transmission, at 64 p.p.s. •-----'-1,449,300 ohms
Capacity reactance between 2 v/ires of 40.75 miles
of transmission -355,300 "
•Similar to table by C.L.Cory in El. Wd. & Eng. vol.xxxvi
p. 61, July 14, 1900.

«4
Capacity or charging current between 2 v/ires of 40.75
miles transriissicn, using 64volts &J?300volt s----. 374A!'nperes
Apparent energy to charge line using 64p.p.s.
and 2300 volts 1.49 K.?/.
Real energy to char.-e line, u.sing 64p.p.s.
and 2300 volts .011 K.V/.
8 K.W. using 2300 volts at unity power factor
requires 2.01amp.per -wireN,

Self-inductance and Inductive Reactance.
17, The artificial inductive reactance of each wire of the
line was an air-core coil that was wound and adjusted to the
proper inductance of this line wire. Maxwell's bridge method*
was used in calibrating the three inductances for the line. In
the adjustment of these inductances the accuracy of the standard
inductance and resistances used, and the sensitiveness of the
galvanometer warranted an accuracy to within one-fifth of one
per cent. Air-core coils were used so that the inductance of
this -line (and therefore the reactance when the frequency was
const ant )would remain constant throughout all changes of current
in the line, as the permeability was always constant. These
reactance coils, were each immersed in earthen - ware jars fil-
led with a good grade of transformer oil and v/ere alv/ays used in
this condition. These coils while in use soon attained a tem-
perature of approximately 70°C. and practically remained at this
temperature as long as they were in use. Each of their resis-
tances at this temperature was 9.0 ohms,
©hiiiic Reaistance.
18. The total ohmic resistance of each line wire should
be 53.4 ohms. In order to supply the remaining 44.4 ohms of
non-inductive resistance of each line wire, three non-inductive
resistances were constructed by winding No. 17 B.& S. gauf^^e,
german-silver wire non-induct ively on frames. These resistances
were each adjusted to the value of 44.4 ohms at about 85*^P. by an
accurate wheatstone bridge. Plate V. gives a vie\7 of the
•Maxwell's Elec. and Mag., vol ii.
,
p. 367.
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apparatus of the artificial line*
Capacity and Ua])acity Keactance .
19. The capacity of the line v/as composed of six commer-
cial electrostatic condensers all of nearly the same capacity.
For the capacity of each line v/ire tv/o condensers were connecter'
in series and these connected in star betv/een the three line
wires. These condensers were arranged so that the capacity be-
tween any of the line wires and the neutral was 0.701 microfar-
ads. The capacity of the line was furnished in the form of
the previousljr mentioned condensers. The extremities of the
star connections of these condensers were each connected to the
middle point of the non-inductive resistance of each line v/ire.
By connecting the capacity this way it is the same as concentra-
ting all the capacity of the 40.75 mile transmission line mid-
v/ay between the generator and receiver ends.
"Where the c pacity effect of the line is comparative-
ly small, for methods of computation, one condenser may be assu-
med as being inserted in the middle of the line"* Here the
author refers to a single-phase system., but this same principle
is certainly equally applicable to polyphase systems. In this
case this method of connecting the capacity to the line may be
assumed to be as accurate as any practical case v/ould warrant,
as the capacity effect was comparatively small, "As there has
been some difference of opinion among electrical engineers as to
•Transmission System Regulation. C. L. Cory. Journal of Elec-
tricity, vol. X July 1900.

the charging current and capacity current of a three-phase line,
£reat care was taken to accurately determine the capacity of a
line when arranged, as is usual in practice, with the wires on
the corners of an equilateral triangle. If the line capacity
may be considered as delta connected between the wire the charg-
ing current in one wire would be i 3 times the charging current
of a single-phase line for the same voltage and distance betv/een
wires. On the other hand, if the line capacity is star connect-
2
ed, the charging current of one wire would be-' j times the charg-
ing current of a single-phase line for the same voltage and dis-
which of the above is the correct
tance between wires. To determine^ as su.ipticn, it was only
necessary to charge the three v/ires with three-phase potential
and measure the current in one wire, then disconnect one wire
from the potential source, and read the ammeter agai n.All the
measurements indicated that the line capacity is to be consider-
ed as star connected"."
Apparent Resistance or Impedance.
20. The apparent resistance of a line is not the ohraic re-
sistance but it is the geometrical smn. of this ohmic resistance
and the reactance, or v/hat is called the impedance.
Connections, IlacMnes, & Instruments used in Operation.
22. In connecting up the line the reactance coils were
placed at the receiver end as there is where all of the line re-
actance may be assumed to be concentrated. In series with each
of these reactance coils was placed one of the non-inductive re-
sistances. The condensers were connected as descril ed in articl
29.
•The use of Aluminuui Line Wire, and some Constants for Trans-
mission Lines. Dr. P. A. C. Pcrrli;c and F.G.Baum. Trans.
km, Ins. Slec, Eng. vol. 17^ June to July ^1900.

21. Data of the Artificial Substitutes for Line Con-
S t cixl t S • ~
Size of Y/ire of inducts-nce coil for each
line wire No. 18 B. & S. gauge.
Inside diameter of inducj»ance coil for each
line vvire -^^.. .^ 1.87.^**^,^^
Outside diameter of inductance coil for ec.cYi
line wire — , 4, »
L«ngth of inductance coil for each
line v/ire -- 14,25 "
Approximate number of turns ojs. ».c*ch
inductajice coil fpr each line wire /-f^O.
Ohmic resistwice of inductance coil for ^
each line v/ire 70°C 9.0 ohms
Resistance of non-inductive reactance of each
line wire; • >— 44.4 ohms
Total resistance of ncn-induct ive reactance
of each line v/ire — 53.4 ohms
t
Capacity of each line v/ire to neutral .701 m.f.
i

^9
The genert'l wiring connect icns of the apparatus for
the three-phase transmission system ai'e sho\vn in plate VI. The
connections of ap])aratus and instruments for the various tests
are shovm in p^ate VII, In the tests for charging current and
resonant-rise the switches R,S and T were open.
The same generators and motor were used as described
in part I. The 10 K.W. alternator was driven from the counter-
shaft and this countershaft was driven by a 40 H.P. induction
motor belted to it. All instruments were checl-red immediately
after use with Weston laboratory instrument standards that
were correct to a tenth of one per cent.
The following instruments were correct within their
guaranteed accuracy and the range in v/hich they were used:
Weston voltmeters ITo. 2882, 2931, 2322;Weston wattmeters No.
1500, 1505, 1060, 213; Hoyt ammeter No. 4154. The calibration
curves for the other Weston instKuments were used. Where ins-
truments were used with multipliers, the resistances v/ere all
measured by a Nalder bridge that was correct within one twenti-
eth of cne per cent. These resistaxices were also corrected for
temperature. There v/as a switch in the circuit of each voltmeter
that was used on the high-tension circuit. This sv/itch was clos-
ed only at the time of tciking a reading, thus preventing heating
of the multipliers. None of the Thomson ammeters could be read
under any of the given conditions v/ith any degree of certainty
requiring further correction by calibration. The speed v/as taken
by a tachometer, which v/as calibrated and found to read accurate-
ly.
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CHAPTER III.
PEIlFOriLLAZICIC a:© test OIT TIJE artificial LIIIE.
Charging Current.
23. In testing this 40 mile artificial line the receiver
end .78.3 open-circuited, and the charging current measured as a
three-phase line. Then one of the liae wires at t?ie generator
end, was disconnected and the charging current measured with the
same voltage and frequency aoplied to the line as before. In
2
the case of the three-i^hase line the charging current was -
VT
times the charging current in the single ~:,:hase line. This also
agrees with the same statement made in article 19,.
Resonant Rise.
24. A test was also ^nade for the rise of voltage at the
receiver end due to resonance. The line at the receiver was open
and a V/eston voltmeter with multiplier was placed across the
terminal of one of the phases there. The table for series A
shows the results of the tests for charging currents and reson-
ant rise at the different voltages. Wlien the charging currents
were measured the voltmeter was not in cii^cuit and hence there
was no current taken off the line at the receiver end.
Plate VIII. shov/s the plotted values in the test for
resonant rise. It also show the per cent, rise in volts due to
resonance.
Let e = percentage rise of potential due to resonance.
" C = total capacity of line in farads.
" L = inductance in Henrys of total length of one circuit.
w = 2'/rn, where n is the frequency or p.p.s.
Then e =_Cw Lw 100
'-'2-

C and L are proportional to t?ie length of line and therefore, the
percenta.5e rise in potential varies practically as the square
of the length of line and the square of the frequency. The per-
centage rise is practically independent of the vclta};5e applied
to the line.*
Substituting in this formula the values for the 40.75
-6
nile line,e = 10 x .701 x 401.5 x(. 07 18x2) x 401. 5 x 100
_
= .816
this being the calculated per cent, rise due to resonance for
this line. By a glance at plateVIII. it will be noticed that
the observed values for the per cent .resonant rise agrees very
closely v/ith the above computed value. It also ows that this
per cent, resonant rise is practically independent of the voltage
applied to the line.
Pov/er Tractor Measurenents
.
25. The method of measuring the pov/er factors in all of
the tests herein conducted have been alluded to in part lA
Plate IX .shov/s the ratio and cosine curves from which
the pov/er factor in any case can be directly taken off the cur-
ves if the ratio of the wattmeter readings is knov/n. The con-
ditions depend u^on whether the power factor of the system at
this point is great t^r or less than .50 and these should be known
if
in order to ascertain ^the value of the ratio above or below the
zero line is to be taken. These curves are plotted on a common
Tffitise of degrees of phase displacement. The lov/or curves are co-
sine curves and the centre one is the one used in obtaining the
power factors. The ratio curve is plotted from the equation of
*Ibid. Perrine.
*Ibid. Frankenfield
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wattmeter ratio at any given number of degrees = cos + 30^)_
J cos(;? - 30*=')
wher« is the assumed number of degre s as the abscissa-: at
which this point is plotted. In order to find a|iy power factor
for a given wattmeter ratio; follow this value of the ratio
horizontally to the right till it reaches the ratio curve, then
vertically dovm vintil the central cosine curve is reached and
the value of the ordinate this point will give, is the required
power factor.
Po'ver Factor at Generator Bnd on Open Receiver Secondary
.
26. When the receiver secondary circuit is r,pen it will be
noticed that the pov/er factor at the generator end is leading.
The proof that this pov/er factor is leading is from knov/i ng from
subsequent observat ionsj,YhiGh wattmeter should read the most at
leading power factors ai.u which shoiild read the most at lagging
power factors. The current in the line is known to be leading
because the chargin(_i; currsnt is far in excess of the no-load
current required by the transformers at the receiver end. Fur-
ther proof of the above is that the receiver line voltage is
little higher than the line voltage at the generator end and
this could not be possible, owing to the inductance of the line,
unless there was a leading curr-nt in the line. For no-load on
the secondary, at the receiver end, these Conditions are the
Scirne in all subsequent tests and hence the resulting leading
power factors i?;®the same in all c^ses.

CHAPTER IV.
2ERP0R].-iA:TCE AT V.^iIA]3LE IJOAD V/ITII SY^I. MOTOR EXCITATION G0!ISTA:TT.
27 a 6c b. Effect of Under-exct. Syn. Motor Ld.
,
Excit. 0.96aiiip.
. Plate X. shows that as soon as the synchronous motor is
thrown on with it running underloaded ( it taking about 1.1 K.V/.
in this conditon) the power factor of the generator end inrnie-
diately changes frooi lead to lag. The high-tension and low-
tension pressures at both ends drop considerably and the line
current rises very rapidly. This drop in voltages is due to
the ^iresence of currents in the line and generator circuit that
are lagging. The genecator being quite susceptible to lagging
currents, its regulation is hence greatly impaired by their
presence. The lagging currents are due to the low, lagging power
factor of the synchronous motor circuit which is caused by the
low excitation. The synchronous motor is under excited and sim-
ilar in its effect on the line to an induction motor by produc-
ing these lagging currents which react or the regulation of the
system. As the load increases the voltage from this point drops
off in all cases very gradually. This is due to the rapid in-
crease in the power factors of both ends. The currents of the
respective circuits approach more and more into phase relations
with their E.M.P's. This, partially compensates the increased drop
duetto increased load aiid therefore has a tendency to keep the
voltages up. The appreciable reactance of the line is the cause
of the drop in pressures at the receiver end. This reactance in-
fluences the difference betv/een the line voltage at the generat-
or end and he line voltage at the receiver end. The power

factor of the receiver end corxtrols the phase relations of
these E.M.F's. This is explained by the fact that with large
line drop the impedance E.M.F. of the line is nearer in phase
with the generator E.M.F. and therefore the resultant or recei-
ver line voltage is more greatly affected the nearer in phase
these two vectors are. If all other conditons are the s^me
the
-^ip^ «ir^p depends also upon the current in the line. The
line current is exceptionally high at lignt loads because the
receiver power factor is very low. The transmission efficiency
is equal to - -.i^-JI-: Xityut
.
.tor T . ...al Outpirt
Here this efficiency reaches a maximujn value of 82 per cent. at
about half load but does not remairjabovc 80 per cent ^long, ow-
ing to low power factors and great drop in receiver voltages,
The^ffect of Syn. ""ot or Ld. near ^onity Pow. Fae. Exeit 1
. 58amp
.
28 a
,
b.. Plate XI. gives the results where the excitation of
the s :,'nchronous motor is increased from 0.96 to 1.58 amperes.
This causes the power factor to be much improved both at the gen
erator and receiver ends for small loads. As the load increases
both power factors increase more rapidly than before and at
load
full . they reach unity and bey nd this they are a trifle lecid-
ing. The droi-i in the respective voltages is not so marl^ed in
this case and the inherent regulation of the system is better.
The pressures at the generator end remains practically con-
stant after the motor is throV/n on the line
28 c,d . The line current rises very gradually, this improving
the line effeciency by improving the power factors; this also
improves the transforner efficiencies. Owing to this the trans-
mission efficiency rises very rapidly and maintains a high value
up to8 K.W, or full load.

Over-excited Synchronous Motor Ld; Excitation 2.05 Amperes.
-
29, a,b.The results shown on plat^XII. show the effects of rais
Ing the excitation of s^Tichronous motor to 2.05 amperes. The
drop in voltage at the generator end is still less on throwing
in the motor. The voltage regulation at this end is all that
can be desired. This is undoubtedly due to the power factor
hovering near unity throughout the range of load, and becoming
slightly leading beyond 3 K.W. output.
29. c&d. The transmission efficiency is good in the neighbor-
hood of half load. After this it so-n begins to drop owing to
a more ra>id increase in the line current. The line current lov/
ering the line efficiency. The higher maintained valiie of the
receiver secondary pressure is also undoubtedly instrumental
towards producing a good efficiency.
Over-oxclted Synchronous Motor Ld; Excitation 2.58 Amperes.
30. a&b. Jn plate XIII. the excitation of the motor is raised to
2.56 amperes. The pressures at the generator end cease to drop
v/hen the synchronous motor is throv/n on. They, on the contrary
have a tendency, to rise, this being die to the power factor
remaining leading at all loads. This leading power factor has
a tendency to produce the "bossting" effect u^on the generator.
The secondary pressure regulation at the receiver end is better
til an in all previous cases. This is due to there being a leading
pov/er factor which decreases as the load goes on. This decrease
in receiver power factor has a com.pensating action upon the
voltage that will be shown later.
30. c&d. The maximum transmission efficiency is somewhat lov;er
than in the three ii-revicus cases. This is undoubtedly due to the
tifficiency of the transformers being lowered at the respective
loads by the increase in their core losses due to increased

applied voltages. Their I R loss is also increased for the
respective loads owing to the decrease in power factor. The
line efficiency is lov/ered a trifle also by an increase in the
respective , line currents.
Oyer-exclted Synchronoi2s Motor Ld; Excitation 3.58 Amperes.
31.a&bJo . det erame the effects or relatively greater leading
power factors the excitation v/as placed at 3.58 amperes. The
interesting results obtained from this are shown on Plate XIV.
The power factor at the receiver end assumes a very low leading
value when there is no load on the s^jTaC hronous motor. As the load
increases the power factor increases regularly. The power factor
at the generator end has the same trend as the one at the re-
ceiver end. The receiver power factor exercises a controlling
influence on the one at the generator end.
The pressures at the generator end immediately
rises as soon as the motor is thrown on. This is due to the
"lloosting" effect upon the generator of the large leading curr-
ents in the generator circuit. This rise does not continue
as the power factor increases with the load. The receiver vol-
tages increase also v/ith the load up to a certain point and
then begin to diminish regularly. This is due to the decreased
"boosting" effect of the leading currents as the pov/er factor
increases. It will be noticed that the receiver line voltage in
iiany cases equals the generator end line volts and in some cases
exceeds it. This interesting case is well explt.ined in the
vector diagram, plate IV,, fig. 4. In this diagram it is seen
that if the power factor of the receiver circuit is leading to '
the required extent > the receiver line voltage can be equal to
or greater than the generator voltage. There is therefore a

potential rise in the line. This proves that in a circnit hav-
ing a leading current, the self-indiict ion of the line raises the
potential, so that the drop of potential is less than v/ith a non
inductive load, or it canbe negative, and the pressure at the.
receiver higher than at the generator end.*
31 c - d The tTansmission efficiency is lower than in any pre-
vious case, and it does not seem to reach its maximuin as soon as
the others. This lov/ efficiency is due to the increased I'^R
losses in the line and transformers at the respective loads due
to low power factors. The increased iron losses in the trans-
formers due to increased voltage also decreases the efficiency.
The effects of these leading currents upon the voltages and line
current are similar but o.-posite to those in plate X .where
there are pronounced lagging currents.
•Theory and Calculation of Alternating Current Phenomena.
CP, Steinmetz. chap. iv. p. 27.
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CHAPTER V.
fHE TRAl'ISMISSION AT COllSTMT RECEIVER SECOIIDARY PRESSURE.
Receiver Secondary Voltage.
—
-^^^
32# Jnder these conditions the first case (plate XV.) is
where the receiver secondary voltuge v/as maintained at 110
volts by increasing the motor excitation with the load. As
would be expected the power factors at both ends t re very low at
starting. This Increasing excitation causes the power factors
to rise very rapidly. Beyond 3 K.V/, output the power factor at
both ends are^^^^y^ better than .90 and is unity at some points.
The transmission efficiency is above 80 per cent.
high in the neighborhood
from 3 K.W. output to 110 per cent, output, and is three quar-
ters loa;. The line curpent is comparatively low except at light
loads'^ as the power factor at both ends is very low at these
loads.
115
Receiver Secondary Yqltage.
, ^, ^33. In the next test^plate XVI.) the receiver secondary
voltage was left at 115 volts. Their respective power factors
are much improved at light loads. At about 3 K.W. output both
power factors change from lag to lead.
The line current is moderate throughout the whole
range. The transr^dssion efficiency is higher at small D.oads
than in the previous test, but does not reach as high maximum
value.
Receiver Secondary Volt£^ge.— 120
34. Plate XVII., shows tne case wheire 120volts was the
pressure at the receiver secondary terminals. The respective
power factors are leading after the small loads are passed and
continue to decrease. The line current is somev/hat larger than

in the former two cases. The efficiency of transmission is com-
paratively lower. , ,Receiver Secondary Voltage. 125.--
35. The receiver secondary voltage v/-as maintained at 125,
which is its no-load pressure. The results are plotted in plate
XVIII. The power factor at each end is always leading, but the
one at the receiver end decreases With the load and the one at
the generator end remains nearly constant. The line current is
raised by these decreased power factors and hence the I'^R losses
in line and transformers are increased. This together v;ith work-
ing the transformers at higher pressures results in decreasing
the efficiency of transmission. The excitation of the motor
attains a very high value at about 110 per cent, full load.
Effect on Voltages at the Gen. End by raising Syn. Motor Excit.
36. All of the last four tests show that the pressures at
the generator end always increase v/ith the load. This is due to
the marked influence of these reactive loads upon the regu-
lation of the generator. The synchronous motor and generator
have nearly the same rated output. These wattless components of
current are sometimes com.parat ively large and therefore have an
appreciable influence upon the performe.nce of the ^venerator.

CHAPTER VI.
REGULATION OF TRAIT SPORJOIRS AT DIPPEREITT POWER FACTORS.
37. Examination of Transformer Ratios in Results of Tests.
By an inspection of the tables of data for the series of tests
it will be noticed that for the sa^ne loa>1s the ratio of transfer
mat ion at both ends of the line changes for. different power
factors. This change is a function of these power factors. It
depends whether these power factors are lagging or leading.
38. Explantion of Tests. --Plat e XIX., Figs. 1 and 2, shows
the plotted values of these ratios, as a function of the power
factor, for the step-up and step-down transformers, ihe load was
practically constant for all of these values. With the step-
down transformers the case is the opposite. That is; the ratio
increases as the lagging power factor decreases, and the ratio
decreases as the leading power factor decreases.
39. Analysis of Results.—This change of transformation
ratio may seem strange at first, but if the vector diagrams
are constructed for lagging, unity and leading power factors in
the secondary circuit, this peculiarity will be explained.
Plate XX, figs. 1,2 and 3 are the transformer vector diagrams
for these respective cases. If the secondary current lags, the
resultant flux is smaller and the induced secondary E.M.F. is
therefore smaller than if the secondary current was in phase
with its E.M.F. If the secondary current leads, the resultant
flux is larger than in either of the former instances and there-

fore increases the secondary E.M.F. This is the sa?ne as saying
that \7ith a given primary impressed E.M.F.
,
Eq, the secondary
E.M.F.
,
E^ will be smaller xiith an inductive, and larger with
a leading-current load, than v/ith a non-inductive load. Further-
more it is seen that a difference of phase existing in the sec-
ondary circuit of a transformer reappears in the primary circuit
somev/hat decreased if leading, and slightly increased if laggirig.
•Ibid. Steinmetz, p. 31.

CHAPTER VII.
C01TCLUSI02TS DRA'vVN PROM TRMSMI3SI01T LINE TESTS.
40. Precautions to be taken with Unloaderl Lines . --Judging
from the results of series A, it should never be permitted to
thlrow the current on an unloaded transmission line where the
per cent, resonant rise -ivas comparatively larg-^e. If this
should be done it may .produce an enormous rise in pressure at
the receiver end due to resonance and increased ratio in step-
up transformers and may cause damage. It is advisable to have
some induction motors connected in, or a sufficient inductive
reactance of some kind. When designing a transmission line care
should be taken to keep the relative value of the charging cur-
rent and full load power current very low so as not to necessi-
tate the increase in size of generating units to supply this
charging current.
41. Analysis of Results under Constant Excitation. — In
the tests wher^^j the excitation of the synchronous motor v/as
kept constant during the whol# ranre of load it v/ill be noticed
that the motor had some compensating action as to maintaining
the receiver secondary voltage constant.
"Such synchronous motor acts within a fair limit as an
automatic ccmpensator, since as the load increases the line drop
increases--that is, the voltage at the motor terminals decreases
and therefore, if excited from a source of constant potential,
and thus giving c onstantpot ent ial , and thus giving constant

counter E.M.F. , it takes more and more learling current, which is
desirable. Since, however, this feature depends upon the arma-
ture reaction and magnetic condit ion--that is, the saturation
of the Tnotor--it is impossible to deal *ith it except in each par
ticular case."*
42. Transmission Efficiency. --The transmission efficiency
under the different conditions seems to vary somewhat. It is seen
that the nearer the line current is in phase with its impressecl
E.M.7., the higher thi^ iS^ici^unj . This takes place also when
the voltage has falleji somewhat. Therefore , the tendency to in-
creased efficiency by increased voltage due to "boosting" is
more or less counteracted by increasing the 1% losses v/hen
out
such "boosting" throws the current^of phase \vlth its E.M.P, The
three trc.nsformers used at each end of the line v/ere each of
3 K.W, size. They are of the two well-knoTO, modern types ;step-
up(Fort Wayne), step-do-Ti (Packard ) . These transformers had fair-
ly good efficiency curves on nnn-induct ive loads. They were in
most instances in these testr-. operated at somewhat higher vol-
2
tages than designed for, and their I R losses are also in-
creased by reactive loads; therefore their efficiency is in
most cases decreased by these conditions. The line was designed
to transmit 8 K.W. at 2300 volts with about 8 per cent, loss at
full load v/hen the current was approximately in phase with its
E.M.P.
Compensating Line drop by Synchronous Motors. E.J. Berg. Jour.
ILLec. vol.ix. Feb. 1900.
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Prom this it is evident that when high effictency is des-
ired it is necessary to keep the wattless curi-ents ovt of the
system. This ruist sometimes be done at the expense of regulation.
43. Voltc?{:e Regulation.—In all Ct=)ses, except plate X,
where the power factor is very low, the secondary voltage re-
gulation should be considered good on suoh a long line. The
results given are for one phase (A -B)of the three phase sys-
tem, the system always being balarced. There v/as. comparatively
little "hunting" of the synchronous m.otor under any of the con-
ditions of operation. It would not be fair to charge all of
this drop up to the line as the transformers had a great deal
to do with it. These transformers had a drop of 3 per cent, be-
tween no-load and full-load, non-inductive wV.en operated at
their norm.al voltage. In these tests they often had lagging
loads on themand were operated at a higher voltage, and hence
their behavior was not
, so good. There was also a drop of about
2 per cent -in the speed of the alternator betv/een no-load a.nd
full-load v/hich was due to the increased slip of the inductive
motor driving the line shafting. After taking these factors
into consideration in regard to re^gulaticn it ji s evident that
the line behaved exceptionally well. The necessary increase in
the m.otor excitation, in order to m.aintain constant the certain
desired secondary pressure after the load is throwri on, is well
illustrated in plates XV., XVL, XVII. and XVlll, This couM also
be affected if rotaries v/ere used with series coils on their
fields
.
44. Use of Synchronous Motors vs. Rotaries according to
their Distance from Generator . --The exceptional susceptibility
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of Icr.g trariSralsslon lines to sraall changes in phase betv^een re-
ceiver secondary ciirrent and E.M.P. in v/ell shovm in these ex-
periments by the great fluctuation of pressures. It certainly
looks "advisG.ble to uf:e synchronous motors or motor generators
whenever the line is the weak part of the system in regard to re
gulat ion. This is the case vath all 1 -ng tran.S"?issicn lines and
hence it is hard" to effect good regulation under changing
conditions. If the line is short and very slightly influenced
by changing receiver conditions, rotexies are undoubtedly the
best and cheapest solution of the problem.
45. Use of Compensating Inductive Reactances, Reactance
Coils vs. Induction Motors. --With long transmission line the
capacity has much effect upon the voltage regulation. It is
comparatively greater at small loads. This effect of the capac-
ity upon the regulation can be modified or completely overcome
by the proper distribution of induction motors of sufficient
size along the line. Another way to overcome it is to insert
reactance coils in series, or in parallel m th the line as may
be desired best. These reactance coils tend to produce a resul-
tant wave form of E.M.P. that approaches more nearly a sine
Y/ave. By this is meant that the distorting effects of the cap-
acity of the line u^.on the v/ave form at the receiver end, is
more or less neutralized by si' ch reactances in the shape of ind-
uction m.otors or reactance coils. Each of these methods have
their advocates, as may be noted in papers already quoted.
46. Synchonous Machines in Transmission lines. —If
synchronous m-otcrs or rotaries ar e used that give a wave form
quite different from their impressed v/ave of E.M.P. it causes
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them to become very iinstable in regard to remaing in synchron-
ism. This dissimlarity of wave forms also causes them to take
excessive currents. These relative disadvantages inherent in
such synchonoiis macliines do not materially effect the question
of neutralization. Prom this it Is evident that the effect due
to line capacity should always be given careful consideration
with particular reference to its neutralization.
47. Wave Forms from the Experimental Transmission Systera.-
*Plate XXL, fig.l, is an E.M.F. wave form of the three-phase
generator or open circuit. Plate XXI., fig. 2, and Plate XXII,
fig. 1, are E.M.F. wave forms taken off the generator and
receiver secondary terminals respectively at the same conditacns
of load, with leading power factors. These v/ave forms are very
similar but the receiver end wave is distorted a little more
than the one from_ the generator end, as the receiver end power
factor v;as somewhat lower. These waves show the flattening due
to the capacity effect of the leading currents present .Plate XXI.
fig. 3 and pla^e XXII^ fig. 2 so- e E.M.F. wave form.s taken off
the generator end and receiver secondary end at the same condi-
tions of load but v;ith lagging power factors. The waves are also
similar, but the receiver end wave is more distorted than the
generator end wave form. This is due to a lov/er power factor
at the generator end. These- v/aves illustrate the effect of lagg-
ing currents; the effect being analogoiis to the presence of
•These vfhve forms were taken by Mr. E.F.Bracken, Senior Student
in Electrical Engineering Departm.ent, by the method described in
his thesis on: "Investigation of the Wave Froms of Alternators
and Synchronous Converters."

of inductance. Prom examination of these it is evident that to'''
wave form peculiarities are to be attributed many cases of ba'd-^
regulation and other difficulties appearing in the earlier
transmis' ion systems with mixed apparatus and uncertain line
c ondit ions
.
These illustrate the grea.t influence of phase rela-
tion of the E.M.P. and current upon the E.M.P. waves of the line
and generator.
The characteristics above noted of the effects of
equivalent inductance tnd capacity in alternating current cir-
cuits are fully described, v/ith numerous examples of wave forms,
in the thesis refered to.
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C.2IS /eoo 1 /262 665 /eoo
0.255 ISO 1600 2 |.I2^ 650 5'36 1600
0.350 a5o 255 1600 5 0,9/0 601 606 l&OO
277 4. 0.95^ 4-92 Boo 78 00
0.410 23 6 1600 6 470 476 /goo
OA 15 526 521 1300 6 a,605' 46Z 47a /300
o.eoe 345 340 1600 7 07/0 4bS 44/ 7600
0,645 362 5^0 I600 6 425 /Soo
3 SI l&oo 9 o,a^ 406 7600
400 /QOO /C 362 590 1600
a.6S6 4// All /600 n 0.62$ 564 572 leoo
0.7^6 43>o 430 /eoo 12 0-475 558 546 taoo
o.azo 4^6 456 1600 15 525 530 /BOO
d690 457 457 /600 14- 236 30 6 /soo
0.970 4^2 i^oo IS 0.576 2 65 291 /600
/.o^o S07 £ro3 leoo 16 0.536 267 2 66 1600
/,076 6/6 616 I600 17 194 202 1600
1.167 6S5 657 I600 16 0.196 760 /Boo
/,2G2 SS5 656 /SCO le

Ge-ri£sN. Plate I. Tabl^IL 49
DrmiVIIC CfiARACTERISTIC OFTHff£B-PHA5BjOK.W.ALTEfiNAJDR.
Cor/-ectecf vcr/ues.
PhaseB-c PhaseAB
Weston
l/o/tS.
WesToti
f*8S7
Amp-
fxr/f
2.7Z 4.
RP/yi.
Co/ / a 4
1 Z/3 732 0.560 /Soo
2 J96 /7/ 0.360 /Qoo
J Z5S ZOS 04/3 /SOO
4 21-7 220 04/J /SCO
27S 246 0.433 /e>oo
6 B6S 140 0.453 /doo
7 JJJ 300 0.64Q /300
6 J^O d/0 cm /Qoo
9 JSC :3S/ 0.64/ 1800
JO :^79 :55o 0.64I 1600
// 407 :576 0.7/6 /doo
/^ 4 JO :57d 0.7/6 /doo
/J 403 OdOl /doo
403 0301 /doo
4E4 0.830 /doo
425 0.630 /soo
J7 470 442 0.635 /soo
/s 44/ C.336 /soo
/9 466 /.0/3 /soo
20 60S 47S /p/3 /soo

SsRiEs O. Platz I. Table IE, SO.
5H0RT'Cmc(yiT Chajracteristic OF /OH.W Three PhA5£ Alternator.
Cortec fed Va /t/£s.
PhaseA-B. Phase S-C.
Exeit
Wesioh
Volts
X4-
Thoitt.
Volts
\l\le5f0n Thorn,
/ 2 3 4 sr
/ 6 I02..G /0.7
A IS4 /3.S /3.56
5 /So. 6 /4-9 1^2,5 15.0

Table JV. si
MHattme T£R Read/nos(z V^attme: ter me thod), f-or Thr^e-Phasr
Circuits FOR THE Respective Power PactorsCLaso/mg of^LEAOiNo),
patio 0.39 7 Roftio 0.473
Cos <^ ^o,eo Cos ^=0.6 5'
A B
Waffs
Total
Th-rCen T.
To/I
L oad
Outpu't.
Dio.
Obs.
/itCetit
Foil
L oc)d.
fjijt ni/t
A 5
V^afts
Tofcl
/ 2 3 / 2 3
7/6 looo 70 7 70 322 /fiOO
56 S 2000 2 Z 20 /3se 2COO
21^8 iooo 3 O 3 30 966 2034 3000
2 864 ^0 4- 40 7288 1712. 4000
Sooo 6-0 J" SO 76/0 3490 Sooo
/704 n^e 60 6 60 7952 40^^ Sooo
5'0/Z loco TO 7 IP 4746 ICOO
f7£8 (Scoo 80 9 8o zsie 5414
^cn>o 9c ^0 2899 620Z <fOco
2840 116c /CO /CO iZ2D 67<80 7c,ooo
Rofio Ratio o.5(>l
Cas^=o.9S Cos^=0.SO
401 S93 fooo 70 / /o 360 640 70OO
<874 II 8h 2 coo 20 2 20 120 /28C ZOOO
7227 7119 3 coo 30 3 30 7090 /92 300c
7628 25 72 4ceo 40 4 40 7440 2sec 4000
2033 29es SOOO So S 50 7800 52CO Sooo
2442 3 558 6000 6 eo Z/€0 3840 €CCO
2849 4151 1000 10 7 70 2520 4^80 7000
4744 gOOO 80 8 80 IS80 5120 80cc
5W 5337 9000 90 90 ZZ40 576 9000
4070 5930 10000 100 10 too 36 00 €400 looco

SeriesR PlateII. Table V, 5Z
External CHARACTERibJics or thhee-Pha^ejoKH Alternator,
CotrecTed Value's. Ja /I ^-S- /o-//, J00/.
Cos ^ 0,60 L Qg
PhabeA'B Phases -C A-C
A/0
Cos.
Atrfp.
Thottt,
if14-0(0
Weston
Amp,
Tham. \Neitoti
\/\lesfo*,
XfO
Am p,
Excif.
Atrip.
Excit.
Co/M / Z J 6 7 s 9 /o
/ 4/0 ao/9 O O o.e>50 16OQ
J^o IJ08 363 0,S5O /6oo 7,65
3 B/eo 375 /ooo 369 0,65O I600
Z360 360 6,3 II40 355 ae5o 760O /.3J
s 340 JO. 6 I4Z0 334 0,650 /doo 707
6 J37 I3.0 4ZdO 331 73,5 I700 32d 0,650mo 0,38
7 76,6- sozo 3// 76,5 ZOOO Z29 0.650 IdCO 0,66
Scried Q. Plate H, Table mi.
/ 336 0.650 mo
03Z /3eo 363 4- 640 375 O,66'0 /600 734
2oio 376 5.6 960 3 70 0,650 mo 7.56
377 2660 366 y.s /2S0 356 0,650 /600 7.46
5 3S6 /0.3 5500 349 JO.5 760O 34-3 0.650 Jdoo /.7S
6 35Z //7 4^060 344 7920 333 0.65O /doo 707
7 3i-0 /5,6 4730 331 74 ZZ6fO 3Z6 0-650 /600 0,69
d 307 17.6 5ff0 30O 16,5 Z5dO 300 0,650 /Soo 0.65

Pla
~T~ T lit'
S3
EiTERNAL CharACremsncj or THirrE-PtiAse, /ok W.al terna tor.
Corrected va/ues^
Cos 4> /'OO
P/70/se B -C. A-C
/^o Wolfs
Amp,
InOtn.
If/40/0 #2322
V A
A/np, ytafis
y/estott
yo/fs
Weston
if&3t
X
Atnp,
ffm
A/njo
Syft.
/ a 3 4 s 6 7 6 3 /o
/ 4/0 6 40B 6 636 /&00
1012. 401 5 icoo 590 0,6^0 /BOO ZJ6
400 /SCO 694 4.6 /500 365 0.660 /800 2J0
4- 6,4 Zoco 530 5.7 Zooo 37S 0.6S0 (800 2,00
5- 6-6 2500 5 86 70 Z^oo 577 o.eeo i&oo /.96
6 365 8.5 ^000 56/ 5000 572 a 6$6 12)06
7 J62 ^.4 35^0 3 76 /o,S '5500 0.650 /boo /.84
a 375 //.^ 4oao 57S 12,0 4.^00 370 o.tso /Soo /80
s 5 SO /3 4Sd6 ^74 13.0 4900 365 0.660 /Boo A 7/
/o 57e SOoo 6000 iS7 0.660 /e^oo /. 63
Sehies 3 T/^BL£ VIIL
Cos. (/> 0.3
S
Lead
.
/ 4/0 a 406 338 O650 /QOO
2 4oe 400 /zoo a esc /aoo 2.25
/ZOO 4-00 40 /773 392 0.660 /600 12C
4- /600 4^^ 2400 304 O.6S0 laoo 2.30
5" 407 2040 400 7.0 2360 530 0.650 /800 2.34
404 39S Q.0 3S60 388 0.650 1600 Z.3S
7 412- 9>4 284-0 404 /CO 4/6O 594 0.6S0 1600 2.3(p
a 413 /A 3 40 (> /2.0 4-7^0 53S 0.660 7800 2.37
9 /2 3680 406 IZ.O B320 39S 0.6SO /eoo 2.39
/O 4/0 /4 40 So 4-06 140 6920 5S3 O66O /8Q0 2.41

S£Hi£s T Plate: II Table IX. Si
External Characteristics of Three-Phase IOK-W-Alter NATok.
Corrected Values Jan.^-S~/Oi/ /90/
Cos<p 0.90
Phase B~C AA~ 6
No,
^8y S.
In 0/T).
Watt's
y-f
nhn/c;.
Th otn
tv'alTs
^2. lb
h^es Toh
X 10
£na'T.
&e.n. nRM.
Ah^p
e^cir.
syfi
Col. fi/o. / a 3 4 s 6 7 a 9 /o
/ 410 C 4oe> 53 S 0.660 1600
415 5 720 405 3 IZbO 534 0.666 leoo Z.52
3 4IS /Odd 40$ 1920 {&00 2.37
4 417 /4-40 40s 2660 3^7 0,650 JBoo 246
€ 416 7 /600 403 7.4 5206 /&O0 2.60
6 42/ 6.3 2160 4ia 364 402 0660 Id 00 Z.66
7 4^4 /O 2S20 412. /o.s 4430 402 0.660 isoo 2.66
& 4^S ta. 2900 4/8 /2 5120 406 0.66 l&OO 2.7/
9 426 12,5 4-/7 /3 €760 4^6 O,6$0 /&00 2.73
/O 4Z3 J 4,0 4/7 /4 4^6 0.660 18 00 2.^0
IBS U. pLf\re H, Table^,
Cos.<p 0.8SLEAD
1 O 4 OS 0.66O /800
4/3 3 e>4o 4oe 3 0.6SO /e>oo 2.4 7
410 4,3 360 409 43 /QOO 2.Sf
4 42 6 6. /5O0 4-/6 6 2712 4^4 0.660 fe>oo 2.64
5" 42 d /(>20 4ie> 7 6 407 o,(,60 l&oo 2.73
6 426 b.7 42 i 8.6 4o6Zi 411 0.650 /eoo 2.Z6
7 10.5 2Z60 422 /6.5 4746 4f2 0.66Q /6 00 2.^)5
a 45 6 /2 26O0 425 /«2 6424 417 0.660 /BOO
d /3 2B9B 42 8 15 6Z0Z 4/7 0,660 /e>AO 3.//
/o 14-^ 5206 425 6780 4/6 o,6€0 ie>oo 3.2 2

Sef/iEsW Plate:II TableXI.
l//\LU£S or IS/A/^/i T 0/rrERe/vT Lo/^osA/voFbwER Factors.
Unity. Lead.
Cos(l> ,90 /.CO .60
/ 1 3 4 s 6 7
bin^&oK-H^. Out/Kit. / /B.S /3.55 SS8 6.51 dos 9.S
2 /i.ef ^oe 60 4-/7 o 3.6e 6.SS 7.4/
ls'in^&6KW-0vrpu r. 3 7.72 6.12 4.5e 3.00 o 2. IS 3^<^
4 415 3.62 232 1.93 o /.&3 268 3.57 400
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Plate: I. 77
500 ^
^1
IQQ
'30
4-00 &0
Mm
m
0^ 50
40
'a
£XCJT/N(^ CuHHEnT
.7 .6 .9 LQ /./ U /.3
Constant:-
;Sp£eij 1600.
FnequeLNdY SO R P S.
Cos^,£jiT£fi.C/fi^(!unv£ d Loo.

Plrte: II.
^ -wo
zoo
zoo
zoo
ISiN^. L£/UlJ/v<i Wattless /i/>iP£K£s.
Const/mht:-
^P££ja 1600.
FRiausiNCY GO F.P.S.
Open-CirCuit c,m.F. '^fOvoLTs.
.rs X .80 .as 7S
dos
-o Cos ii ,8SU/W.
4. S. 6.
-oCcs^ /-OO.
Cos ^.8SLi^(^.
/O.
OUTPUT.

FLf{TE III. 73
Connections for Static CHHnnCTBRiSTiC, Connections for liYNnmiC dHmfiCT£RiSTi<i
.
doNNECTIONS Fon ^HORT-^CinCUlT duHVE .

PL/\TE IV. 80
dos(/>~ PoYYSR FRCron of Lin£.
dos ^'~PoW£R r/^dron or KECttven.
cx = Phase t}irr£:nsNd£ BeT>^££r\i <^£^^. /?/v2r REd. £".A/7. Ti.
dos S = RESULTfiniT Power FaCtor at Ci-EN, ErsD.
Vidron Jimdi-nfims of Line ftnn nedEiV^n.

APP^nf\Tus OF mriFfCiHL THf\nis/y\i55tor^ line fS /^BOVE SWITCHBOAnO.

Plate VI. 82.
doNNEdTIONS OF fiPP^TiflTUS OF THf^NSmiSSIOfy ^YSTEfYX.

PLf\TE Vtl. S3
d m ®
CoNtMBCTIONS FOR TESTS OF ^O-tVllLE fiHTIPltlfKL TnANSnn iSSt O N LtNE .

m5fOO
m
5000
2.Q00
2:
o
Z600
>
ZZ.O0
i
Series R . f\pn. le, /$ot
domr/iNT:—
FREauEi^dw 64 P. P. ^.
3/ J£ .53 .5f .Jj- .J6 .3;^ .Jg .Jg .-fi? -f/ .4^ 5^5 .•^-f .^J .4^ ^7 ^ jf-S .SO
/^mPEREs duf^ntiiNdf CuRHEr^iT Per Line. wihe.

PLATE IX. as
80" 70' so' ^0" 30° to" 10° to" ZO" 50" so" 60" ro" 80" 90"90"
Power Frctor /v\easure(v\bnts on Three-Phase SYSTEms,(BfiLMnCEii Lof\jj),
MM

K. W. OutputJOeuvereu Fnom RaCEivEn Seconbrhy TERtvM/^ftLS,
Ss^l£SB. /1PR./6, /90/.
Exi/T^YN. moTOR 0.96mp^
.3
K,V^.OuTi>uTll£uveR£D Fronk RECSIVkh secondnrxY TEnmiNfKLS.



Plbte XII.
H.W. Output Heuvehei] Froiyi ReCe/veh SedoryinmY TKRmtmLs
,

i ^
5 60 ZOOC
SO ^fsoo
^ 4-0 '>iaoo
ReCeiveh Enn.
500
-J J
-
K.W. OUTPur nSLIVBKCB From T{ECEN£n SECONJOfinY TfTRniWflt^.
•-J
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P.r. Unity.
Fo- Pfi. fv\.m.F.
^ = Sec. M.m.F.
F=R£SULTf\Nr M.fYi.F.
<P
- R£SifLT/^fvT Flux
.
£o = P«. /a^p. F.m.F.
E-^Pn. dountTER £./VI.P.
Hi /i EQU/^L Bi/T OfPOSITS TO E! .
E,=:^eC. Induce]] E.nr\,F:
iT^- £,/\n.F. IN Pn. TO oyEn<iom£ Resist.
£^5- E,m.P. IN ph, to cvEncomE hh/^ct.

Plhte XXI. 97
SeRfEs X
.
CoNDITIOtSS',-
Loflu .0 K.w.
FnEquENCY 64 p.f.s.
f\PK3f 1901.
cIe/wermtor Enxi,
doNn ITIONS'
-
P.r., Leading .SO
Lofin 3.9 K.w.
FnE^UENdY 64 P.P.S.
3, /90I.
Series Z.
d^ENEHHTOH EnH.
CfONDmoNSl-
P F., L/J<i(J//vcf .60
FREdUENdY 64 nP.S.
/\PH.9, 190 i.

pL/iTE XXll. 38
Fid,. I .
doNniTiONSi"
P.F.y LEMliir^(x .50.
FrE(IUEN€Y 64- Ens.
1901,
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